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The Flourish Tribe Awakens 
by val jon farris 

 

Part Four: The Many Goddesses of Antiquity 
(And Their Timeless Covenants of Stewardship) 

 

For over twenty centuries the wisdom, grace and power of the sacred feminine has remained buried 
deep beneath the arrogance of a patriarchal world.  Eons of domination, suppression and prejudice have 
systematically portrayed women as being second class citizens, invisible figures whose only sanctioned 
roles were in the kitchen, bedroom and nursery.  Over the centuries men have empowered this 
degradation not only by expecting women to comply with these patronizing roles, but by standing by 
and allowing those who assert their male superiority through archaic religious dogmas, the cruelty of 
sexual and emotional abuse and the cowardice of domestic violence. 

Down through the ages even women themselves have become their own worst enemies by negating 
one another, comparing and competing, identifying with their aggressors by mimicking the masculine 
psyche, and by empowering beliefs of self-doubt and worthlessness that reinforce their invisibility and 
deny the sacred wisdom residing within them.  

But it hasn’t always been this way.  There was a time prior to the reign of Rome and the Byzantine 
Empire when women were recognized for who they truly are, the source of all human life and the 
guardians of wisdom, relationship and unity.  In this article I shed light on the fact that while a few 
women of power have been made visible in the modern world, those who have been showcased in 
history books have been portrayed almost exclusively as sirens, vixens, warmongers, witches or bitches.   

Just as the history of civilization and the virtues of conquest are written by the controlling victors, the 
history of the sacred feminine and the true power of women has been censored and suppressed by the 
patriarchal institutions of the Church and State. 

To set the record straight, quite the opposite was true of powerful women’s innate character in our not 
so distant past.  Of the more than three-hundred female goddesses I researched for this article, (which is 
only a fraction of them all by the way) over 95% were known to be wise, compassionate, and deeply 
committed to the preservation of life, the well-being of Nature and the safety and happiness of women, 
children. . . and men.   

If we peer more deeply into the space between the patriarchal constructs of Church and State, like an 
obscure ally way between a Cathedral and a Capitol we come upon a hidden piece of “real” estate that 
brings to light something astoundingly encouraging.  For all the thousands of years of suppression, 
degradation and negation, the presence of the sacred feminine has not only endured, it has flourished 
albeit in the deep inner terrain of the human psyche.  But here in this dark ground of our being, this 
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deep fertile soil of soul in which all roots of life receive nourishment, dwells the greater self we call the 
“SupraSelf.”  This supra-presence is the true omnipotent source of all life and the supreme essence of 
Spirit which cultivates the best in all of humanity, both female and male. 

Hidden from the surface dwellers of the Earth, this deeply rooted supra-presence is an astounding facet 
of human nature, a manifestation of our higher-selves that flourishes beyond gender, above belief and 
patriotism, and it holds no grudges and knows that when the time is right, its sacred covenants of 
service to humanity will be fulfilled. 

These “covenants of service” are not to be confused with servitude in the sense of carrying out menial, 
non-important tasks, but rather refers to an extraordinary state of presence in which the “stewardship” 
of contribution and making a positive difference in the world is the main charter. Stewardship, like the 
stewards upon the “ship of life,” are guides and fellow crew members who help passengers become 
familiar with the vessel they’ve boarded; where to rest, play, engage, work and cohabitate, and perhaps 
most important, how to navigate their own “ship of self” through the tempest seas of life.   

How fitting that many of the ancient Goddesses of antiquity were associated with ships upon the high 
seas.  For example, the Goddess Venusi depicted inside a seashell, and her watery sisters, the 
“Nereidesii,” were a tribe of fifty supra-females who were revered the world over by ancient seafarers 
and mariners as angelic guides and sacred crewmates.  This extraordinary stewardship by wise women 
was not only prevalent upon the high seas, it also flourished upon dry land, from the valleys of everyday 
life, to the ravines of death and war, all the way to the highest summits of spiritual wisdom. 

I have gathered a small list of these “all terrain” Goddesses just to show that centuries ago women were 
not only equals with men, they were in many ways superior to them in terms of how to live in peace, 
unity, safety and compassion.  In terms of innate character what I found these remarkable Goddesses 
possessed, regardless of where in the world they were, or when in time they existed where five key 
principles of stewardship, ways of living that set them apart from mere mortals.  These are not simply 
aspirations, but supreme covenants of behavior that all Goddesses, Gods, Deities, Angels, Saints, Sages 
and Avatars of goodwill abide in and live true to no matter when or where they choose to serve.   

1) Give freely to yourself and others without expectation, entitlement, burden or obligation. 
2) Love without restriction and use truth as love’s guardian so it may endure all forms of abuse. 
3) Live life unconditionally by constantly risking your known self so your unknown self may arise. 
4) No matter how petty and hurtful others are, forever hold in your heart the majesty of their soul. 
5) When all seems lost and no hope remains within you, rejoice that you are finally an empty vessel. 

Feel free to explore this cadre of extraordinary Goddesses I’ve outlined below and learn about their 
individual covenants of stewardship . . . and perhaps more important, reengage their covenants and 
wisdoms, bring them up from the depths of your ground of being and let them Flourish into the visible 
light of your everyday life. ~ Val Jon  

Greek and Roman Goddesses: 
Aphrodite – Goddess of love and fertility born of the foam of the churning sea.  
Arianrhod – Goddess of fertility, rebirth and the weaving of cosmic time and fate. 
Artemis – Goddess of the hunt, nature and birth and maiden of strength and self-protection.  
Athena – Goddess of war, wisdom, intellectual prowess and mistress of domestic crafts.  
Ceres – Goddess of agriculture and grains and the primary source of abundant plant growth. 
Demeter – Goddess of the harvest who possessed great knowledge of the best way to grow grain. 
Diana – Goddess of the hunt and wild animals as well as responsible for fertility and childbirth.  
Eos – Goddess of possessing a bright and sunny nature whose name means “dawn.” 
Freya – Goddess of love, beauty, fertility, war, wealth, divination and magic.  
Frigg – Nordic goddess of marriage, childbirth, motherhood and household wisdom. 
Gaia – Goddess of the Earth and of earthly prophecy and evolution. 
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Hera – Greek goddess of marriage, family, unity and birth.   
Hestia – Greek goddess of hearth and home who sustains happiness where one dwells. 
Inanna – Sumerian goddess of love, war, life and fertility.  
Juno – Roman goddess of marriage, pregnancy, childbirth and protector of finances. 
Minerva – Roman goddess of wisdom, medicine, intelligence and inventiveness. 
Nike – Greek goddess of victory especially in the sporting arena.  
Ostara – Germanic goddess linked to fertility symbols of eggs and hares. 
Pomona – Roman goddess protector of fruiting trees and gardens. 
Rhea – Greek titan earth goddess, responsible for the fertility of the soil and women.  
Themis – Greek goddess of divine justice, order and customs. 
Venus – Roman goddess of love, desire and beauty. 
Vesta – Roman goddess and guardian of the sacred flame 

Egyptian Goddesses: 
Amaunet – Goddess of the north wind who created and carried the rain. 
Bast – Goddess and solar deity linked with fertility childbirth and perfume. 
Bata – Goddess associated with the Milky Way, the Cosmos and the essence of the Soul. 
Hathor – A solar deity whose areas of influence included music, dancing, joy and fertility.  
Isis – Fertility goddess and deity of magic and healing. 
Ma'at – Goddess of truth, justice and balance who prevented creation from reverting to chaos. 
Meretseger – Cobra goddess who protected the tombs in the Valley of the Kings.  
Meskhent – Goddess of human development, childbirth and midwifery. 
Mut – Mother goddess from which the entire cosmos emerged. 
Neith – Goddess of the hunt, protector of women and guardian of marriage. 
Nut – Goddess of the sky and all heavenly bodies, a symbol of resurrection and rebirth. 
Renenet – Goddess of the future and prosperity, abundance and the harvest.  
Renpet – Goddess of eternity associated with the coming of spring, youth and renewal. 
Satet – Goddess of the bountiful floods which nourish and blossom into life. 
Tefnut – Lunar goddess of water, moisture and fertility. 
Wosyet – Goddess protector of the young and early consort of Amun. 

Mesoamerican Goddesses: 
Acpaxapo – Hñahñü goddess of forecasts, omens and future predictions. 
Akhushtal – Goddess of childbirth in the Maya mythology. 
Caipora – Goddess of wilderness who protects animals from human hunters. 
Chantico – Aztec goddess of ceremonial hearth fires and volcanic blazes. 
Chasca – Goddess of dawn and twilight, protectress of virgins and young girls. 
Chalchiuhtlicue – Aztec goddess and matron of lakes and streams. 
Chihucoatl – Mother goddess of birth and of women who died during childbirth. 
Coatlicue – Aztec mother goddess of life, death and rebirth. 
Coyolxauhqui – Moon goddess of magical powers and overseer of 400 deities. 
Ix Chel – Maya moon goddess of weaving, medicine and childbirth. 
Mama Pacha – Peruvian goddess who oversees planting and harvesting. 
Mayahuel – Aztec goddess of agriculture and abundance. 
Teteoinnan – Aztec goddess of midwifery and the “sacred ones.” 
Tlazolteotl – Aztec goddess of love, extraordinary pleasure and sexuality. 
Xochiquetzal – Aztec goddess of love, flowers, plants, games and dance. 
Zaramama – Inca goddess of the abundance of grain and corn harvest. 

Oriental Goddesses: 
Amaterasu – Sun goddess of Japan responsible for sunshine, family and wisdom. 
Ama no Uzume – Oriental goddess of persuasion and seduction. 
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Benten – Shinto goddess of language, wisdom, literature and love. 
Bixia Yuanjin – Taoist goddess responsible for dawn, childbirth and destiny. 
Chup-Kamu – Sun goddess of the Ainu peoples and guardian of moral behavior. 
Feng Pho-Pho – Goddess of the winds of China and clouds of change. 
Fuji – Fire goddess of the Ainu peoples and eruption force for volcanoes. 
Inari – Shinto goddess of love and prosperity with the presence of a female fox. 
Kuan-Yin, Kannon – Buddhist and Taoist goddess of love and humility. 
Mulhalmoni – Korean water goddess to the matriarchs of power and female shamans. 
Nu-Wa Nügua, Nu-Kua – Chinese goddess of marriage and the one who created mankind. 
Pajau Yan – Vietnamese goddess of health, healing and good fortune. 
Tara – Savior goddess who protects humans from dangers both physical and spiritual. 
Tho-og – Tibetan Mother goddess, the first ever of the gods to exist. 
Tien Hou – Chinese ocean goddess who looked for sailors in danger and rescued them. 
Uminai-gami – Creator goddess, who with her brother Umikii-gami, created humans and the land. 
Yama-no-Karni – Japanese goddess of mountains who brought good luck to hunters and woodsmen. 
Yuki-Onne – Japanese goddess who helped men lost in blizzards, struggling futilely against the cold. 
Yum-chen-mo – Tibetan goddess of wisdom and universal understanding. 
 
Celtic and Druid Goddesses: 
Aine  – Irish goddess of love, growth and light. Her name means bright as she lights up the dark. 
Arianrhod – Welsh goddess of fertility, rebirth and the weaving of cosmic time and fate.  
Badb – Irish shape-shifting goddess who symbolizes life and death, wisdom and inspiration.  
Brigid – Irish fire goddess a fearless bringer of light.  Her name means “bright arrow.” 
Cailleach Bheur – Scottish destroyer goddess who ruled over disease, death, wisdom and seasonal rites. 
Caireen – Irish protective mother goddess and patron of children and youth. 
Danu – Irish goddess of knowledge and from her innate wisdom flowed all of life. 
Epona – Irish goddess, the protector of horses, donkeys and mules. 
Flidais – Irish woodland goddess, protector of wild animals and cattle. 
Macha – Irish goddess who battles against injustice to woman and children. 
Morgan Le Fay – Welsh and Breton goddess and protector of those who sail the seas. 
Rhiannon – Welsh and Celtic goddesses of fertility and bringer of the night and the moon. 
Sirona – Celtic goddess of healing and fertility. 
Sulis – Life-giving goddess of solar nourishing and agent of protective curses. 
Tamesisaddas – Goddess of the waters and specifically the River Thames. 
Verbeia – Goddess of the rivers and lakes and specifically the River Wharfe. 

African Goddesses: 
Ala – Mother goddess of Nigeria responsible for the guardianship of women and children. 
Aha Njoku – Nigerian goddess who teaches the use of medicinal herbs found in the African forests. 
Gbad – Benin goddess of the "Holy Daughter” protector of mortality especially for children. 
Inkosazana – Zulu goddess responsible for the planting and harvesting of corn. 
Mawu – Supreme Benin goddess responsible for creating the whole of the universe.  
Oshun – Nigerian river goddess of fertility and healing and teacher of pleasure and happiness. 
Oya – Goddess of the wind, fire and thunderbolts. The female warrior which represents power. 
Yemalla – Goddess and mother architype who gives life and sustains the Earth. 

i Venus, the Roman Goddess of the Sea born of sea-foam and yielding watery female principles essential to the 
generation and balance of life.  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Venus_(mythology) 
 
ii The Nereides were a sisterhood of fifty sea goddesses known to be patrons of sailors and fishermen.  They came 
to their aid and assisted them to safe harbor.   http://www.theoi.com/Pontios/Nereides.html  
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